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Travel with Kantara
After 10+ years of traveling to Morocco frequently on buying trips to source rugs 
for Kantara, Alia Kate decided to turn her in-depth knowledge of Morocco into an 
opportunity to share her experiences with others through Kantara Tours. 

Alia is excited to combine her love of Morocco, her passion for ethical travel, and her 
expertise with guiding international trips, to design a tour that offers guests a more 
intimiate glimpse into the contrasts that make up modern-day Morocco: from rural to 
urban; Amazigh to Arab; and traditional to modern.

In addition to visiting the Imperial cities of Marrakech, Fes and Rabat, guests will have 
the unique opportunity to visit off-the-beaten path locations and learn about the 
history and culture of rural Morocco. We’ll take a cooking class and learn to prepare a 
traditional Moroccan dish, break bread with women weavers in their homes, and travel 
back in time as we tour ancient Roman ruins and Glaoui Kasbahs.

Accommodations and transport will be of the highest quality. We will travel by a 
chartered, air conditioned bus and will stay in four-star Auberges, Riads, and hotels 
throughout our tour. 

These tours are active trips, involving walking, hiking, and a camel trek, for good 
measure. The standard itinerary is for 12 days and includes a stop in the Sahara, 
however shorter and custom options are available.



Marrakech offers insight into the history of rural 
to urban migration in Morocco as well as the 
Western retelling of the Moroccan aesthetic. 

Most Moroccans who live here can trace their 
family history to the rural Atlas mountains  and 

speak some of the Amazigh languages.

Guests will have an opportunity to visit the 
off-the-beaten-track Souk el Khemis, learn to 

cook local dishes like Tajines, eat at the storied 
Jmaa el Fnaa market where they will experience 

jugglers, story-tellers, snake-charmers, 
henna artists, dried fruit vendors, orange juice 
vendors, gnawa musicians, and so much more. 

Marrakech



Telouet is an Amazigh town in the High Atlas Mountains, a 
short distance from the winding Tizi N’ Techka road between 
Marrakech and Ouarzazate. Telouet is known for once being 
the seat of the warring Glaoui tribe that unified the southern 
Amazigh tribes and ruled for centuries. Guests will learn about 
the Glaoui history and tour the Kasbah, a fortressed castle 
adorned in breath-taking artistry and offering incredible views.

Telouet



Ait Ben Haddou is another city that once belonged to the 
Glaoui empire and features an ancient Kasbah. Visits to 

these impeccably preserved Kasbahs reveal a story about 
the import and spread of the indigenous empires that ruled 

Morocco centuries ago.

With it’s proximity to Ouarzazate, the hub of Morocco’s film 
industry, Ait Ben Haddou has been the set location for many 

productions, most recently appearing asYunkai in Game of 
Thrones.  Films and TV that have been shot in Ouarzazate 
include Gladiator, Alexander the Great, Babel, Homeland.

Ait Ben Haddou



Guests will have opportunities to visit two women’s weaving 
cooperatives from different regions in Morocco. We’ll meet the 
artisans that are carrying on the age-old tradition of weaving, witness 
parts of the rug weaving process, eat a meal with the artisans, and 
learn more about the Amazigh culture

Village Visit



Dades Gorge
Nestled in the High Atlas Moutnains, north of 

Ouarzazate, the Dades Gorge is a striking place to 
visit. Guests will have opportunities to hike through 

the riverbed canyon, and catch a breath of fresh, 
mountain air as they make their way to the desert.



Guests arrive in the desert in time for a sunset trek to our desert 
camp. We’ll spend the night glamping in the dunes, enjoying 
Moroccan music and a fire under the stars, before returning the 
next morning by 4x4 to resume our journey to the Middle Atlas.

Merzouga Desert



The old medina of Fes is a UNESCO world heritage site, in part 
because of its complex maze of tiny streets weaving their way 

past tiled fountains, stately madrassas, and ornate mosques. 

Visit the leather tanneries, Karaouine Mosque, Seffarine Place, 
Bou Inania Mosque, and catch some live music at Cafe Clock. 

Fes



Volubilis is a partially excavated Amazigh city that dates back to the 3rd 
century BC before it was occupied by the Romans and later became the 
capital of the Kingdom of Mauretania. It was recently declared a UNESCO 
World Heritage site, for being an “exceptionally well preserved example of 
a large Roman colonial town on the fringes of the Empire.”

Volubilis



Rabat is the fourth largest city and the capital of Morocco. It is a 
place where modernization is evident in recent additions including 
the comprehensive city tram, the Mohamed VI Museum of 
Contemporary Art, and improvements to Rabat’s riverside boardwalk.

These modern elements exist in concert with Rabat’s more traditional 
roots. Guests experience both sides as they visit the Hassan Tower 
and Mohamed V Mausoleum, walk through Chellah, an ancient 
Phoenician trading post, that is the site of the original city of 
Rabat, and wander through the Kasbah des Oudayas, a fortressed 
neighborhood along Rabat's coast. 

Rabat



About Alia Kate
Alia started Kantara in 2008 after living and working in Rabat for a year and a half. Over 
the last decade, she has returned to Morocco countless times to visit artisans in the 
Middle and High Atlas mountains. On these buying trips, Alia rents a car and drives 
from one weaving cooperative to another, logging thousands of kilometers of travel on 
each trip.

Thanks to a longstanding relationship with these highly skilled artisans, Alia is able 
to source rugs directly from the artisans which, in turn, supports the economic 
empowerment of women weavers throughout Morocco.

Concurrently, Alia has spent the last seven years leading international service learning 
trips, including trips to Morocco. This fall, she will be joining a Smithsonian Journeys trip 
as their Morocco Expert.  

For more information: bitly.com/KantaraTours
Instagram: @MoroccanRugs / #KantaraTours

http://bitly.com/KantaraTours

